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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
GALVESTON DIVISION
UNICAT SERVICES, LLC &
UNICAT CATALYST
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Plaintiffs,
v.
BLOOM ENERGY CORPORATION
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 3:16-cv-32

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

PLAINTIFFS’ THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT
Plaintiff Unicat Services, LLC and Unicat Catalyst Technologies, Inc. file this Third
Amended Complaint against Bloom Energy Corporation and alleges as follows:
I.
1.

THE PARTIES

Plaintiff Unicat Services, LLC (“Unicat Services”) is a Texas limited liability

company established in June 2013 by Brazoria County residents and is located at 5918 South
Highway 35, Alvin, Texas 77511. Unicat Services was in the business of providing services and
products to Bloom Energy Corporation—prior to the grievances made the basis of this Complaint.
2.

Plaintiff Unicat Catalyst Technologies, Inc. (“Unicat Catalyst”) is a Texas

corporation and is located at 5918 South Highway 35, Alvin, Texas 77511. Unicat Catalyst is in
the business of providing catalyst and related products to many businesses worldwide.
3.

On information and belief Defendant Bloom Energy Corporation (“Bloom

Energy”) is a California corporation with its principal place of business at 1299 Orleans Drive,
Sunnyvale, California 94089. Bloom Energy manufactures and installs on-site power generators
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worldwide. Bloom Energy’s registered agent for service of process is CT Corporation System, 818
West Seventh St., Suite 930, Los Angeles, California 90017.
II.
1.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1332.
2.

Plaintiffs (Unicat Services and Unicat Catalyst) and Bloom Energy are citizens of

different states (Texas and California).
3.

The amount in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, exclusive of

interest and costs.
4.

Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because a

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the Plaintiffs’ claims occurred in Alvin,
Texas (Brazoria County), where the property that is the subject of the action is situated. Alvin,
Texas is located within this District and Division.
5.

Bloom Energy is subject to personal jurisdiction because Bloom Energy’s improper

conduct alleged herein occurred in, was directed from, and/or emanated from Texas and because
Bloom Energy availed itself of the benefits and protections of the State of Texas’s laws by
establishing sufficient minimum contacts with the State of Texas such that Bloom Energy could
reasonably anticipate being haled into court here.
III.
1.

FACTS

In early 2013, around April or May, Bloom Energy through its employees David

Sanghera and Geoff Feagan met with Mani Erfan and Jim McKimmy, two residents of Brazoria
County who have had a career in serving the catalyst and chemical industries, and since 2000, had
owned and operated Unicat Catalyst. This meeting occurred at Unicat Catalyst’s offices in Alvin,
2
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Texas. Messrs. Feagan and Sanghera represented that Bloom Energy had to get its service business
out of Mexico and needed to consolidate its fuel cell service operations that were then taking place
in California and Mexico in one location in the United States. They offered the business to Messrs.
Erfan and McKimmy if they could form a service and product company that could service fuel cell
canisters as well as provide catalyst and related products to put inside the fuel cell canisters to
satisfy Bloom Energy’s urgent needs. Bloom Energy uses the fuel cell canisters in connection
with its fuel cell energy generating business.
2.

Messrs. Feagan and Sanghera conveyed that a Unicat Services company would be

a “perfect fit” for Bloom Energy because it could meet all of Bloom Energy’s needs by providing
catalyst materials and services, including unloading and cleaning the fuel cell canisters (a function
then being done in California and Mexico) and loading the canisters (a function being done in
Mexico). Mr. Feagan specifically represented and offered a “long term partner” relationship where
Bloom Energy and a Unicat services company would work together in a “long term relationship”
of many years, which Messrs. McKimmy and Erfan understood to mean a partnership that would
last as long as Bloom Energy had its fuel cell canister service and product needs (i.e., a term of
many years). Messrs. Erfan and McKimmy saw the benefit of this long term relationship because
as Bloom Energy grew, so would Unicat Services (“they grow-we grow”). Thus, based on the
above representations (corroborated by Mr. Feagan’s agreement to spend substantial sums to
transfer the operations from Mexico and California to Alvin, Texas), Messrs. McKimmy and Erfan
expected the relationship to be no less than three to five years but more reasonably as long as
Bloom Energy continued having fuel cell canister needs.
3.

At this meeting, Messrs. Erfan and McKimmy accepted the offer with assurances

that they could indeed form, invest in and get up and running relatively quickly a services and
3
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product company whose purpose and mission would be to exclusively provide the services and
products Bloom Energy offered and represented was in urgent need, was in substantial demand—
and would continue to be a reliable source of substantial business for Unicat Services on a long
term basis. The long-term offer by Mr. Feagan was important to Messrs. McKimmy and Erfan as
Mr. McKimmy had estimated at the time that it would likely take around five years to recoup the
investment required to service Bloom Energy business.
4.

At this meeting, the parties orally agreed to the basic terms of the long term

relationship and which required Unicat to invest in and build the infrastructure of the business
(facilities, equipment and employees), and required Bloom to transfer equipment in Mexico to
Alvin, Texas so that the long term business relationship could begin. At this meeting, however,
Messrs. Feagan and Sanghera also agreed to memorialize the key terms of their agreement reached
at this meeting in a letter of intent, as Mr. McKimmy said a written agreement embodied in a letter
of intent was necessary before proceeding. Exh. A (email correspondence).
5.

After this meeting, Messrs. McKimmy and Erfan formed Unicat Services and

intended to set up Unicat Services’ business operations at the back of the business property of
Unicat Catalyst in Alvin, Texas.
6.

On or around June 4-6, 2013, Mr. Sanghera stated in writing Bloom Energy’s

readiness to start implementing the long term agreement entered into at the initial meeting by
transitioning the fuel cell canister business from Mexico and California to Unicat Services,
including transferring to Unicat Services the equipment and goods (in a bailment or lease-like
arrangement) from Mexico to set up in Unicat Services’ facilities as well as to start initiating the
design and training services being offered by Bloom Energy to Unicat Services to allow it to build,
staff and implement the long term business relationship. Exh. B (June 2013 email correspondence).
4
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Mr. Sanghera also wanted reassurances that Unicat Services could sell to Bloom Energy at least
3,000 kgs/per month of TSR-122E (a low temperature desulfurization catalyst that Bloom Energy
wanted to place in its fuel cell canisters), and other materials (e.g., Unimol) for inclusion in Bloom
Energy canisters pending successful test results that Unicat Services agreed to perform at Bloom
Energy’s request in the coming days, so that Unicat Services could sell all of the canister contents
to Bloom Energy. Exh. B.
7.

On or around June 7, 2013 Renan Inzunza for Bloom Energy sent Unicat Services

a schematic of the assembly line servicing facility and warehouse that Bloom Energy wanted
Unicat Services to build using Bloom Energy equipment transferred from Mexico to Alvin, Texas
and by using Bloom Energy’s on-site design services to aid Unicat Services in building and
equipping the facility. Exh. C (June 2013 correspondence). As part of the training, Mr. Sanghera
also sent pictures purporting to show how Unicat Services would unload and clean Bloom
Energy’s fuel cell canisters, the pictures apparently showing the unloading and cleaning work
being done in the open parking lot of Bloom Energy’s California facilities. Exhs. B (June 2013
emails with pictures). The pictures for training purposes showed Bloom Energy employees, agents
and/or vendors emptying and cleaning the canisters outside, in an open parking lot, without any
significant protective measures that would be required by law if the materials being emptied and
cleaned were hazardous waste. This is part of the basic training that Bloom Energy provided to
Unicat Services on how to empty and clean the canisters and formed part of Bloom Energy’s
representations that the canister contents were safe (i.e., non-hazardous) to be handled as shown
in the pictures (further discussed below).
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8.

On June 17, 2013, however, Mr. McKimmy, for a second time by email, asked Mr.

Sanghera to deliver what the parties had agreed to deliver in their May 2013 first meeting: a written
letter of intent to show a basic written agreement for the new venture; Mr. McKimmy explained
that Unicat Services was prepared to start making substantial capital acquisitions and
improvements to honor its portion of the agreement, but Bloom Energy needed to memorialize the
key terms in a letter of intent before Mr. McKimmy would authorize Unicat Services to proceed.
Exh. D (June 2013 email correspondence). Towards that end, Mr. McKimmy asked in writing for
6
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confirmation in writing of what Messrs. Feagan and Sanghera offered in the May 2013 Unicat
Catalyst offices: Bloom Energy willingness and offer to give Unicat Services the servicing work
for “all fuel cells for Bloom Energy” and a letter of intent outlining the relationship. Exh. D.
9.

By written email response, Mr. Sanghera for Bloom Energy agreed to the terms

being requested by Mr. McKimmy’s request, stating in direct response to Mr. McKimmy’s email
request and demand: “Please use this message as approval to proceed” and promising that a letter
of intent would follow the next day. Exh. D.
10.

On the next day, June 19, 2013, Mr. Sanghera telephoned Mr. McKimmy and told

him that the Bloom Energy authorized letter of intent was coming by email; and shortly thereafter
Mr. Sanghera sent the written approval embodied in a letter of intent specifying under their “long
term” (a phrase Mr. Sanghera explicitly states in writing in the attached letter of intent) relationship
that Unicat Services would be responsible for providing the “building structure, equipment &
resources” for the service business and to provide lab and other testing services to support field
tests of Unicat Service’s materials to eventually include as part of the Bloom Energy product
contained in the fuel cell canisters. Exh. E (June 2013 correspondence and attachments 1). The letter
of intent also memorialized Bloom’s obligation to train Unicat Services and to transfer Bloom
Energy equipment then in Mexico to Alvin, Texas in a bailment or lease-like arrangement and for
use by Unicat Services to perform the exclusive services for Bloom Energy. Exh. E. Indeed, Mr.
Sanghera also attached to his email the specific equipment that Bloom Energy was going to transfer
from Mexico to Alvin, Texas as part of the agreement. Exh. E.

Note that Mr. Sanghera sent the letter of intent as a Word document and not in pdf format. The
Word document contains a date field that refreshes with each printing. The original date of the
document when sent to Unicat Services stated June 19, 2013; the printed date in the attachment
shows the date counsel for Unicat Services printed the document in 2016.
1
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11.

Mr. Sanghera further specified other actions the parties were to take under their

agreement, including (a) Unicat Services was to visit Bloom Energy’s operations in Mexico for
training and design instruction for Unicat Services’ to-be-built facilities; (b) Bloom Energy was to
come to Alvin, Texas to Unicat Catalyst property that had been dedicated to Unicat Services’
business relationship with Bloom Energy in order to assist Unicat Services in the design and
construction of the fuel cell servicing facilities to be built there; (c) Bloom Energy was to transfer
its equipment located in Mexico to Alvin, Texas at the Unicat Catalyst property; and (d) Bloom
Energy was to train Unicat Services personnel for the work to be performed under their contract
at the Unicat Catalyst back property. Exh. E.
12.

As part of that training, around July 2013 a team from Bloom Energy came to

Unicat Services’ facility and did a physical audit and provided instructions (at least Mr. Sanghera)
to Mr. McKimmy on the nature of the build-out that Unicat Services would have to immediately
undertake to handle the substantial work to be given Unicat Services under the parties’ agreement,
which the team (and particularly Mr. Sanghera) represented would be a “long term” agreement
enduring for the oncoming several years. During this timeframe as well Unicat Services
(principally Mr. Erfan using independent labs) conducted testing on Unicat absorbents and
catalysts, which products passed the required tests using the testing criteria supplied by Bloom
Energy.
13.

Relying on Bloom Energy’s promises (through Messrs. Feagan and Sanghera as

described above) relating to the scope of the work (all of the fuel cell canister work, including
“100% field returned canisters” and “100%” new canisters, as communicated during the training
in Alvin by Mr. Sanghera and his team) and length of the work (a “long term” business relationship
of many years, but certainly no less than three to five years), Unicat Services made the capital
8
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improvements requested by Bloom Energy (as described above) at a substantial initial cost and
which turned out to be much larger than what Unicat Services originally estimated, and hired seven
employees to be trained and to operate under the Unicat Services-Bloom Energy contract.
14.

These capital improvements—that Bloom Energy knew Unicat Services was

making at Bloom Energy’s request—included substantial concrete, electrical, air conditioning,
office facilities, and other build-out and related work conducted at the 5918 South Highway 35,
Alvin, Texas address on the property owned by Unicat Catalyst.
15.

Further, as requested by Bloom Energy, Unicat Services sent Messrs. Erfan,

Timothy McKimmy (son of Mr. Jim McKimmy and subsequent co-owner and President of Unicat
Services, having taken over, in part, Jim McKimmy’s interests) and/or John Kent (Unicat Services
employee and operations manager) to Mexico to be trained and to observe Bloom Energy’s
processes so that Unicat Services could duplicate them in Alvin, Texas.
16.

During the training process, either in Mexico or at Alvin, Texas, Messrs. David

Sanghera, Alex Montalvo and Renan Inzunza represented to Messrs. McKimmy, Erfan, Tim
McKimmy and John Kent that the contents of the spent fuel cell canisters was sufficiently safe that
it could be emptied, cleaned and disposed of as nonhazardous waste. Specifically, and as
illustrative, Mr. Sanghera told Mr. Erfan on the phone around May 2013 that Bloom Energy
wanted Unicat Services to recycle the spent contents. Mr. Erfan inquired what Bloom Energy had
been doing with the spent contents to gauge what the contents were, and Mr. Sanghera related that
the spent contents were openly removed in parking lots and taken to public landfills (the exact
locations Mr. Sanghera did not know), and intimating the contents were completely safe to take
these measures. Nonetheless, Mr. Sanghera said that because Bloom Energy was thoroughly a
“green company” –meaning its products were completely environmental friendly—Bloom Energy
9
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desired that Unicat Services should recycle everything in the canister instead of taking the material
to public landfills, something impossible to do if the material was hazardous. Likewise, shortly
after Mr. Sanghera emailed the training photos of the canister cleaning process to Mr. Jim
McKimmy in June 2013 (Exh. B), Mr. Jim McKimmy called Mr. Sanghera and asked what Bloom
Energy was doing with the spent catalyst material. Of course, the photos themselves conveyed the
message that the cleaned material was nonhazardous as no safeguards are in place during the
cleaning process depicted. Mr. Sanghera reported that Bloom Energy had the material taken to a
public landfill and intimating that the contents were safe enough to take this measure. Mr. Sanghera
told the same to Mr. John Kent during training at Alvin, Texas around July 2013 (and possibly
also in Mexico during the same time frame). Additional Bloom Energy employees who came to
Alvin, Texas to train Unicat Services about the process Unicat Services was to follow in emptying
and cleaning the canisters included Hao Chang, Junyi Lee and Emily Campbell. These individuals,
along with Mr. Sanghera, around July 2013 showed Messrs. Tim McKimmy, Erfan and Kent how
to clean the canisters, and through the training and demonstrations conveyed the general message
that the spent catalyst was safe to handle as nonhazardous. For example, during the training Mr.
Kent explicitly asked Ms. Campbell if the contents were safe to handle without any protections,
and she announced to everyone, with the full endorsement of all other Bloom Energy employees
there, that the materials were completely safe, i.e., nonhazardous. Moreover, Bloom Energy
shipped the spent contents to Unicat Services under a bill of lading and not under a manifest
designated for hazardous waste, and without any labels or flags of any sort to warn anyone opening
the contents of the canisters that the material inside was deadly.
17.

The Bloom Energy individuals identified in the prior paragraph made the

referenced representations all the time knowing that Bloom Energy’s process to create electricity
10
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changed the characteristics of the material inside the canister (as Mr. Sanghera admitted by email
to Tim McKimmy shortly before Unicat Services discovered benzene in the canisters in October
2013), and either knowing that the spent fuel cell contents was deadly, or, irresponsibly and
recklessly making such statements without any bother to determine whether their representations
and messages contained in their training were true or false and with callous disregard to the safety
of person and property exposed to the spent material. While discovery in this case of what Bloom
Energy knew, what it said about, and what it (or its agents) did with the poisonous benzene before
Bloom Energy made its representations to and trained Unicat Services, Bloom Energy’s training
and statements to Unicat Services in the summer of 2013 were fundamentally premised on a
complete falsehood: that the materials were safe to handle without any protective measures.
18.

Accordingly, Unicat Services planned on treating the spent canister contents as

non-hazardous waste and agreed to recycle the contents as would be suitable for a “green
company.” Unicat Services took measures to move the canister material into drums to then be
taken to places for recycle usage (such as for use as cement filler); materials that could not be
recycled were then to be taken to a public landfill. These plans were based on Bloom Energy’s
training and instructions (as discussed above) wherein Bloom Energy effectively represented that
all of the canister contents was nonhazardous and could be dumped at any public landfill or
recycled according to the parties’ agreement.
19.

As discussions between the parties progressed, the only material term that Unicat

Services was lacking in writing from Bloom Energy was the price that Unicat Services would
charge Bloom Energy for performing the fuel cell canister servicing work. On or around June 20,
2013 Mr. Timothy McKimmy sent in writing Unicat Services’ offer on the price for the servicing
work: Unicat Services proposed to charge Bloom Energy $400 per canister serviced, which charge
11
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was to cover salary and labor, facilities rent, equipment, utilities, insurance, all other overhead and
provide Unicat Services its profit margin (the price did not include charges for the intended
recycling services Unicat Services was to provide). Exh. F (June 2013 correspondence).
20.

On July 3, 2013, Bloom Energy responded in writing to Timothy McKimmy’s

email offer: “after careful deliberation we are going to accept your offer,” Mr. Sanghera stated.
Exh. F. Around this time the parties also agreed to the initial price that Bloom would purchase
from Unicat Services the TSR-122E material for inclusion in the fuel cell canisters and even the
Unimol catalyst material that Bloom Energy promised to purchase after that product passed field
trials. (Discussed later below).
21.

Thus, as of July 3, 2013, the parties had a written agreement consisting of the

material terms outlining their relationship as set forth in the written materials found in Exhibits A
through F. All of the written terms were sent electronically and, on behalf of Bloom Energy,
contain Mr. Sanghera’s electronic signatures. Bloom Energy, however, represented that it intended
to flesh out a long form agreement with Unicat Services that would contain all the terms and
conditions already agreed to along with miscellaneous terms usually found in Bloom Energy’s
vendor agreements. Mr. Sanghera promised to send a template for such in the future. Exhs. E & F.
22.

The parties began initial operations in August 2013, but it was not until around

October 2013 that Unicat Services was able to do its first run of fuel cell canister unloading and
cleaning at its newly equipped facility. In the meantime, Messrs. McKimmy, Erfan and Sanghera
discussed the terms of a lengthy form written agreement. On or around September 6, 2013, Mr.
Sanghera transmitted Bloom Energy’s proposed long form draft to Mr. McKimmy, which draft
incorporated many of the key terms that had already been agreed to and memorialized in the prior
writings along with other terms that Mr. Sanghera said was normally included in Bloom Energy
12
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vendor agreements and which Mr. Sanghera wished Unicat Services to look over. Exh. G
(September 2013 correspondence with draft long form agreement; portions of last attachment, the
quality manual, are deleted due to length).
23.

For example, the document Mr. Sanghera transmitted contained an Attachment A,

which incorporated the terms of Mr. Sanghera’s prior letter of intent (Exh. E), which the parties
had already agreed to, and were already operating under (as Unicat Services had already fulfilled
its obligations by constructing the facilities, etc.). Exh. G (Attachment A therein). This same
Attachment A contained the price for the service work that Bloom Energy had already agreed to
(“$400 per canister”) and also the price for TSR-122E and Unimol that Bloom had already agreed
to and then embodied in writing within Attachment A. Moreover, Mr. Sanghera’s transmitted
document also attached as Attachment D a list of the equipment that Bloom Energy had already
shipped from Mexico to Alvin, Texas and assisted Unicat Services in installing inside Unicat
Services’s facilities. The text of the Mr. Sanghera’s long form agreement, in article 2, specified
that this equipment had been delivered to Unicat Services under a bailment relationship (called
“consignment” in draft) where Bloom Energy was not transferring ownership of the equipment to
Unicat Services but was merely transferring possession of the equipment for a specific and limited
use: “to be used only in filling orders from [Bloom Energy] and no other person” (Exh. G). By
September 6, 2016 the parties had already agreed to this bailment provision of the draft as Bloom
Energy had already transferred the equipment, and Unicat Services was using it exclusively for
Bloom Energy under the bailment-type relationship. Exh. G.
24.

When Mr. McKimmy received the September 6, 2013 draft, however, he noted that

Mr. Sanghera’s draft limited the “initial term” of the agreement to just one year. This was directly
contrary to what the parties had previously agreed to in prior discussions, where Messrs. Feagan
13
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and Sanghera represented that the term would be many years – a long term business relationship.
In fact, this point about duration was important to everyone at Unicat Services—and particularly
to Mr. McKimmy who confronted Mr. Sanghera specifically on it around the time of Unicat
Services’ infrastructure build-out and training by Bloom Energy (around July 2013). At that time,
while Mr. Sanghera was visiting the Alvin, Texas build-out site, Mr. Sanghera threatened to pull
the business from Unicat Services unless Unicat Services followed the myriad instructions being
given by Mr. Sanghera on his visit. Mr. McKimmy was offended that Mr. Sanghera would resort
to this threat as part of Bloom Energy’s “training”—when Unicat Services had been already
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars complying with Messrs. Sanghera’s (and other Bloom
Energy members) instructions. Mr. McKimmy was not interested in being manipulated and
intimidated by Mr. Sanghera but insisted on a cooperative, mutually beneficial, long term business
relationship where the parties treated each other with honesty and business decency. Accordingly,
Mr. McKimmy told Mr. Sanghera straight up that (in so many words) if he was going to act “like
a jackass” and commence threatening to pull the business after all this money, time and resources
was being expended, then Bloom Energy needed to get off Unicat Services’ property and
immediately leave. Mr. Sanghera retorted that Bloom Energy was a billion-dollar business,
suggesting it could not be intimidated by anything a seven-person operation could say or do. Mr.
McKimmy assured Mr. Sanghera that the entire billion-dollar business needed to immediately
leave the premises if Bloom Energy was not willing to commit and agree to a long term mutually
beneficial relationship because Unicat was not willing to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars
only to have it all thrown away in any relationship cut short by Mr. Sanghera’s senseless threats.
Mr. Sanghera backed off, became reasonable, and agreed in no uncertain terms to the long term
relationship and indicated that the threats were just made for training effect.
14
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25.

In that light, when Mr. McKimmy received Mr. Sanghera’s draft agreement that

appeared to limit the contract to one year, he immediately called Mr. Sanghera and reminded him
of their prior agreement and numerous discussions of a long term relationship and suggested to
Mr. Sanghera over the phone that if Bloom Energy wanted a number included in the final form
agreement that they should pick three to five years with an evergreen provision that allowed the
term to continuously renew, to be consistent with their prior discussions and agreements. Mr.
Sanghera apologized for the one-year assertion, which he said was his inadvertent failure to convey
the parties’ prior discussions to the contract drafter; Mr. Sanghera told Mr. McKimmy he could
replace the one-year number with three years and was fine with making the contract an evergreen
contract, continuously renewed, to be consistent with the long term relationship that the parties
had agreed to.
26.

While Mr. McKimmy sent back edits to Mr. Sanghera, Mr. Sanghera never

responded to Mr. McKimmy’s proposed changes, and the parties merely continued to operate
under their prior written agreement (as memorialized in Exhibits A-F) modified by discussions
referenced further below. While Mr. Sanghera represented to at least Mr. Erfan around January
2014 when Mr. Erfan was visiting Bloom Energy’s offices in California, or shortly thereafter, that
Bloom Energy would finalize the long form agreement and sign it, Bloom Energy never did so;
the parties merely operating under the written agreement they already had.
27.

Unicat Services performed the first production run for emptying and cleaning the

canisters around October 2013. As it had been trained by Bloom Energy, Unicat Services planned
on emptying the canister contents, apportion most of it for recycle destinations and the remainder
for transport to a public landfill, as represented had been done in Mexico and California (discussed
above). However, prior to taking the shipment to a public landfill, Messrs. McKimmy and Erfan,
15
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as a matter of professionalism and best-practices, and as they were obligated to do under the law,
tested the contents—just to be sure that it was safe to take to recycle facilities and to a public
landfill.
28.

Their tests revealed that the Bloom Energy fuel cell canisters that Bloom Energy

had transported to Unicat Services under standard bills of lading (and, according to the Bloom
Energy representations discussed above, had been previously emptied in Mexico and California
and dumped in public landfills or unknown and undesignated locations) contained an extremely
hazardous, deadly, and toxic material—benzene, which can cause blood cancers under long
exposures, and which is a material clearly classified as hazardous by federal and state
environmental authorities. Specifically, the test reports disclosed that while federal and state
reporting limits for benzene trigger if detected measurements of benzene reach .01 ppm, the Bloom
Energy tested materials contained measurements of 17.05 ppm (or 1,705 times above legal limit),
245.72 ppm (or 24,572 times the legal limit), 297.7 ppm (or 29,770 times the legal limit), 358.37
ppm (or 35,837 times the legal limit), 487.94 ppm (or 48,794 times the legal limit), 845.47 ppm
(or 84,547 times the legal limit), and a staggering 10,889.56 ppm (or 1,088,956 times the legal
reporting limit).
29.

All of Unicat Services’ personnel had been around Bloom Energy’s canisters

without protective gear suitable for hazardous material, and without correct ventilation equipment
and filters installed, etc. The work had been done on Unicat Catalyst property without measures
taken to protect the property from a release event, i.e., from a release by dust or other means that
could potentially contaminate the property or harm personnel. Fortunately for the employees,
however, their exposure had been limited to a couple of weeks, and no employee showed any
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symptoms of blood poisoning, and Unicat Services had not (thankfully) taken any of the material
to a public landfill or to a recycle facility.
30.

While everyone at Unicat Services was relieved, Mr. Erfan immediately contacted

Mr. Sanghera and demanded an explanation why Bloom Energy had represented that the fuel cell
canisters were safe, i.e., not hazardous, when the exact opposite was true. Moreover, neither Unicat
Services nor Unicat Catalyst (on whose property the operations were conducted) ever wanted
hazardous material (and particularly benzene) on the property (let alone around people), as such
had the potential to seriously compromise or destroy the value of the other businesses going on at
the property. Moreover, nobody at Unicat Services (or Catalyst) was trained in handling or dealing
with benzene or hazardous waste. In addition, Unicat Services never quoted prices reflecting
handling hazardous material or exposing the property to these risks.
31.

Moreover, this new development would impact on Unicat Services’ ability to

handle and recycle the materials, as was contemplated in the original discussions and letter of
intent (i.e., Unicat could not recycle the hazardous material under proper procedures and
regulations). Ironically, the small portion of material and catalyst that Unicat Services sold to
Bloom Energy for use in the canisters was the only material that was not hazardous in Bloom
Energy’s canisters—everything else (supplied by Bloom Energy) was seriously toxic.
32.

In an October 2013 phone call, Mr. Sanghera professed complete ignorance to Mr.

Erfan about the hazardous material and answered Mr. Erfan’s question about what Bloom Energy
was doing before with “I’ll get back to you.” When Mr. Sanghera called Mr. Erfan later, Mr.
Sanghera questioned Mr. Erfan if Unicat Services really needed to shut down the service line while
the issue was being vetted and resolved. In no uncertain terms during each of these two phone
calls, Mr. Erfan told Mr. Sanghera that Unicat Services had to freeze the operations until the
17
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hazardous waste issue was satisfactorily resolved so as not to jeopardize the health of the
employees or the property. Mr. Sanghera literally screamed that Unicat Services could not stop
production because Bloom Energy had ongoing delivery commitments that had to be satisfied, and
freezing the line would mess up Bloom Energy’s schedules. Unicat Services refused to budge, and
Bloom Energy finally relented.
33.

Nonetheless, Mr. Sanghera during the second phone call, Mr. Sanghera assured Mr.

Erfan that Bloom Energy would get the required approvals from government authorities for Unicat
Services to handle hazardous waste and would provide all the training Unicat Services would need
for handling hazardous waste. Bloom Energy also would take responsibility for disposing of the
hazardous waste. Towards that end, Bloom Energy (through Mr. Sanghera) told Unicat Services
that Bloom Energy employee Mr. Sam Ghezavat was an environmental expert that would provide
full support to Unicat Services; also Bloom Energy retained a third party to provide training and
proper transport and disposal of the hazardous waste, and Unicat Services relied on Mr. Ghezavat
and on such third party training and was thus able to continue its operations for Bloom Energy
when those things were in place.
34.

In January 2014, however, Bloom Energy invited Mr. Erfan to Bloom Energy’s

offices in California and there Mr. Sanghera (in front of several employees and officers) threatened
to terminate the business relationship altogether unless Unicat Services drastically cut the $400
per canister price that Unicat Services was charging, especially since Unicat Services was not able
to recycle the fuel cell contents, as originally envisioned (because Unicat Services could not (and
would not) do so given the highly hazardous materials in the canisters). Mr. Sanghera demanded
a new price of just over $100 per canister. During these same conversations (and ones shortly
thereafter), Mr. Sanghera reported that some canisters in California were experiencing short cycle
18
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times and requested Mr. Erfan’s technical assistance to find the problem, which Mr. Sanghera
initially suspected had something to do with Unicat Service’s loading procedures (the ones Bloom
Energy provided training for). Mr. Erfan, however, subsequently showed after looking into it that
the problem was caused by moisture in the canister and had nothing to do with Unicat Services’
operations. Indeed, a Bloom Energy team came to Alvin, Texas and found no problem with the
loading procedures there being used and found no source or cause of the moisture problem in
Bloom Energy canisters being reported in California. Mr. Erfan, however, identified the cause of
the moisture as coming from the pipeline of the gas suppliers, and, along with that technical
assistance, also recommended superior solutions involving non-zeolyte catalysts that would help
Bloom Energy on this issue. In any event, Mr. Sanghera had no basis to make a demand of a
reduction in the price based on any performance issue of Unicat Services, and, if anything, the
original price was too low given Bloom Energy’s silence on the hazardous waste contents of the
canisters.
35.

Mr. Erfan did not immediately agree to this price reduction demand but returned to

Alvin to discuss the issue with Mr. Timothy McKimmy. Mr. Timothy McKimmy called Mr.
Sanghera (around January 2014) and Mr. Sanghera repeated the threat: give Bloom Energy a
drastic price reduction or Bloom Energy was going to terminate the business; however, in that
conversation, Mr. Sanghera promised that if Unicat Services dropped the price then “a long term
relationship was guaranteed” by Bloom Energy; further Bloom Energy would make up for the lost
revenue in catalyst sales and other jobs.
36.

At this point, Messrs. Erfan and Timothy McKimmy decided that trying to work

out a compromise with Bloom Energy was their best option because: (1) they had already invested
in facilities, equipment and employees; (2) the property had already been exposed to substantial
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quantities of benzene; (3) they had hired employees and families that relied on the work; and (4)
Bloom Energy had reaffirmed its promise to a long term relationship. Thus, fighting Bloom Energy
on its improper demands seemed a less attractive option than accepting the promises Mr. Sanghera
offered with the price reductions.2 They agreed to lower the price in return for Bloom Energy’s
“guarantee” to a long term relationship and renewed promises to purchase Unicat Services catalyst.
37.

On this last point, Bloom Energy had promised at the outset of the long term

relationship that it would test in the field Unicat Service’s proposed catalyst products, and if those
tests passed, Bloom Energy would buy the catalyst from Unicat Services to fill the fuel cell
canisters. This promise was a major incentive for Unicat Services to participate in the long term
relationship.
38.

For example, around June 2013 in Alvin, Texas, Mr. Sanghera promised Mr. Erfan

that if Unicat Services’ products (including Unimol) passed the lab tests, then Bloom Energy
would test the product in the field, and if that proved successful, Bloom Energy would purchase
these products from Unicat Services and fill Bloom Energy canisters with Unicat Services
products. Accordingly, Unicat Services spent thousands of dollars to test its products for Bloom
Energy in the lab (June or July 2013); the products passed the tests, and Unicat Services asked that
Bloom Energy then test them in the field. Emily Campbell also made these promises. For example,
Ms. Campbell promised Mr. Jim McKimmy around June or July 2013 at Chempro (the facility
where the lab tests were being conducted), after Unicat Services’ products passed the lab tests
Improper because it was not Unicat Services’ fault that Bloom Energy had failed to disclose that
its canisters contained hazardous waste, an issue that a billion dollar company like Bloom Energy
should be expected to know given it was the generator of the materials in the canisters and it had
supervised canister operations in Mexico and California previous to approaching Messrs.
McKimmy and Erfan, and as it was not Unicat Services’ fault that Bloom Energy had moisture
problems creating short life spans for the canister operations.
2
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(even doing slightly better than the products Bloom Energy was then using), that Bloom Energy
would field test Unicat Services’s products, and if successful, Bloom Energy would fill its canisters
with Unicat Services’s products.
39.

By January 2014, however, Bloom Energy had still failed to conduct any field tests

of Unicat Services’s products. To address that deficiency, Mr. Sanghera renewed the above
promises to Messrs. Erfan and Timothy McKimmy in January 2014 in order to blunt the impact of
the price reduction demand: Bloom Energy would field test Unicat Services’s products, and if
successful, Bloom Energy would fill the canisters with Unicat Services’s products, a venture that
would be far more profitable to Unicat Services than the service business by itself (although Mr.
Sanghera expressed no interest in seriously exploring using materials that would not produce the
toxic benzene, an option that Unicat Services also provided to Bloom Energy, and insisted was in
need to avoid the risks associated with hazardous waste and to make Bloom Energy a true “green
company”).3 Moreover, Mr. Greg Wilson of Bloom Energy also spoke to Mr. Timothy McKimmy
on the telephone and/or at the Unicat Services’s offices around these January 2014 events and
promised, like Mr. Sanghera, that Bloom Energy would field test Unicat Services’s products, and
if successful, would fill the canisters with them.

Unicat Services would have thought that an advertised “green” company like Bloom Energy
would have rewarded Unicat Services for bringing to Bloom Energy’s attention the hazardous
waste in Bloom Energy’s fuel cell canisters so that Bloom Energy would not expose the
environment and people to dangerous toxins and would have shown interest in non-hazardous
waste solutions. Instead of rewarding Unicat Services for flagging the benzene to Bloom Energy,
Bloom Energy used this as a renegotiating hammer to lower the per canister price that Unicat
Services could charge (since Unicat Services could not perform the recycle services that it
originally thought it could when it did not know Bloom Energy’s canisters were toxic). Unicat
Services conceded to Bloom Energy’s demands for a reduced per canister price because of Bloom
Energy’s promise of field testing for operational use in all of the canisters Unicat Services’
products, which would have made up for the loss in per canister price—but for, on information
and belief, Bloom Energy’s fraudulent intent not to honor in good faith this compromise .
3
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40.

Placated by these renewed promises, Unicat Services moved forward; the parties

began doing substantial canister servicing business throughout 2014 at the reduced prices. Bloom
Energy continued to purchase the TSR-122 product from Unicat Services (as it had done in the
past) and told Unicat Catalyst that Bloom Energy would shortly be taking the steps necessary to
approve purchasing the rest of the necessary products as promised. Unicat Services waited for this
promise to fully materialize and kept inquiring to Bloom Energy.
41.

For some reason, in 2014 Mr. Sanghera disappeared as Bloom Energy’s contact

with Unicat Services; nobody at Bloom Energy would say where he went, other than to say “he
moved on” (unclear what that meant). After Mr. Sanghera’s departure, Mr. Greg Wilson of Bloom
Energy acknowledged in a January 2015 email feeling bad if Unicat Services was given false
promises by Mr. Sanghera about Bloom Energy field testing and purchasing Unicat Services’s
products and promised to follow up with engineering about the field tests.
42.

In 2015, however, Unicat Services noticed that Bloom Energy was dramatically

dropping the number of fuel cell canisters needing serviced. By telephone and email, Unicat
Services (mainly Mr. Timothy McKimmy) repeatedly asked Bloom Energy (mainly Mr. Greg
Wilson) for an explanation on the reduced volumes. Unicat Services also demanded that the field
tests be started and completed on Unicat Services’ products so that these products could be
approved and used in Bloom Energy canisters.
43.

Bloom Energy (through Mr. Wilson) intimated that its needs were presently less

but never disclosed that Bloom Energy had any intent to redirect the fuel cell business anywhere
else or to terminate the business with Unicat Services unilaterally. Bloom Energy (mainly Mr.
Wilson) would also often promise Unicat Services increased volumes of business in return for
discount prices at the time that Bloom Energy and Unicat Services were negotiating prices for
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various products/services used in the course of the operations; but then Bloom Energy would then
deliver reduced business volume that did not support the discount prices Bloom Energy had
already received based on promises to the contrary. For example, Mr. Wilson of Bloom Energy
would send (via electronically) to Mr. Timothy McKimmy frequent forecasts and ask that Unicat
Services base its prices on the forecast volumes, but after receiving the discounts, Bloom Energy
would not deliver the promised volumes. This happened on a regular basis in 2014 and 2015. In
January 2015, for example, Mr. Wilson provided Mr. Timothy McKimmy a forecast to support
180-200 canisters/week, allowing Mr. McKimmy to base a price to cover manpower, parts,
inventory, overhead, etc., but then Mr. Wilson would deliver for several weeks less than 100
canisters per week, causing Unicat Services to lose money on the service business.
44.

In addition, Bloom Energy never provided notice to Unicat Services at any time of

any deficiency in the quality of service Unicat Services was providing or in the quality of the
products that Unicat Services had sold to Bloom Energy.
45.

If anything, Bloom Energy told Unicat Services in myriad of ways just the opposite.

For example, in 2014 Bloom Energy told Unicat Services that it needed to ramp up its capacity to
service more fuel cell canisters because Bloom Energy was going to provide even greater volumes
of business to Unicat Services. To respond to this promised increase of business, Unicat Services,
in reliance thereon, started to build/expand additional facilities to expand its capacity to match
what Bloom Energy was demanding. Bloom Energy knew of these expansion plans and of Unicat
Services’ commencement of them.
46.

In the summer of 2015, however, during the middle of these expansion efforts, at a

cost of another substantial sum to Unicat Services, Bloom Energy unilaterally, and without
warning, terminated the business altogether (in early 2015 Bloom Energy initially pulled all the
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cleaning work from Unicat Services because Unicat Services refused to be classified as the
generator of hazardous waste with the regulatory authorities; by the summer, Bloom Energy made
a complete termination). The only real notice Unicat Services received of a complete termination
came when Mr. Timothy McKimmy in or around July 2015, frustrated at Bloom Energy’s
increasingly lower business volumes, failure to implement Unicat Services’ products in field tests
(even when Unicat Services was conducting internal tests as late as 2015 at the request of Bloom
Energy), and Bloom Energy’s (through Greg Wilson) promises for higher volumes that never
materialized in exchange for price discounts, asked Bloom Energy (i.e., Greg Wilson by telephone)
to be forthright and disclose if it was Bloom Energy’s intention to abandon Unicat Services. Mr.
Wilson confessed Bloom Energy was abandoning Unicat Services and was going elsewhere. The
Unicat Service business shut down immediately the next day or closely thereafter, Mr. Timothy
McKimmy having to lay off all Unicat Services employees.
47.

On information and belief, Mr. Wilson and Bloom Energy did not just decide at the

moment Mr. Timothy McKimmy called to terminate the relationship and walk away from Unicat
Services. Because Bloom Energy literally dumped Unicat Services almost the following day after
the phone call, Bloom Energy must have been making preparations to terminate the business for
months; indeed, this explains why the volumes dropped so dramatically in 2015: Bloom Energy
was taking the business elsewhere, but could not find the courage to notify Unicat Services or tell
the truth on why the volumes were really dropping. When confronted for explanations by Mr.
Timothy McKimmy, Mr. Wilson finally confessed the truth—in contravention to all of the
promises about a long term relationship, field tests, etc., upon which Unicat Services had built its
entire business in the first place.
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48.

In July 2015, Bloom Energy came to Alvin, Texas to “decommission” the Unicat

Services facility, i.e., which meant that Bloom Energy was going to remove all of Bloom Energy’s
fixed bailed/leased equipment that had been installed in Unicat Services’ facility; Bloom Energy
removed the equipment—leaving behind the Unicat Services personnel to swallow the investments
made and commitments to Unicat Services’ employees and families, and leaving without taking
any measures to test Unicat Catalyst’s property and to certify to Unicat Services and Unicat
Catalyst that the property on which the benzene operations occurred (and some of that without
proper protections) had not been compromised, polluted or contaminated, i.e., the soil, surface
water and ground water were free of any benzene contamination and the property was thus in the
safe condition it was before Bloom Energy came to do business with Unicat Services. Bloom
Energy left the issue of contamination and pollution and property spoliation to the property owners
(Unicat Catalyst) to sort out.
49.

To add insult to injury, Bloom Energy also broke its promise to pay for $51,928.73

in inventory associated with Bloom Energy’s unilateral breach of its agreements to do business
with Unicat Services.
50.

Specifically, from the very beginning of the relationship, Bloom Energy provided

some consumable and other supplies (collectively referred to as “consumable inventory”) to Unicat
Services that Unicat Services would use and need to continuously replace during their servicing
work for Bloom Energy (as generally opposed to the fixed assets and equipment that Bloom
Energy had transferred from Mexico to Alvin, Texas, and which Bloom Energy had come to
recover again during the decommissioning of Unicat Services’ facilities). This consumable
inventory consisted of nuts, bolts, gaskets, crating materials, tooling, stainless steel mesh, vibratite,
a few canisters, etc.
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51.

At some point in 2014, however, Bloom Energy (through Mr. Sanghera and/or Mr.

Wilson) told Unicat Services (telephone call and other communications) that Bloom Energy would
no longer supply these consumable materials directly. Instead, Bloom Energy was authorizing
Unicat Services to purchase these consumable supplies itself from other vendors and then to bill
Bloom Energy for these items as they were used on Bloom Energy fuel cell canisters. At that time
Bloom Energy agreed that it would reimburse Unicat Services for the items Bloom Energy
required Unicat Services to purchase at the time that Unicat Services consumed or used the
purchased items. Unicat Services would simply need to invoice Bloom Energy at the time Unicat
Services needed reimbursement when it disposed or used the consumable inventory. The parties
operated under this revised procedure successfully…until Bloom Energy unilaterally terminated
the business relationship.
52.

When Bloom Energy unilaterally terminated the relationship, Unicat Services had

$51,928.73 of this consumable inventory for which it needed reimbursed from Bloom Energy per
their prior agreement.
53.

Bloom Energy knows that this consumable inventory was a debt it assumed when

Unicat Services originally purchased the consumable inventory, and which debt became
immediately due when Bloom Energy unilaterally terminated the business. On July 9, 2015, for
example, Mr. Wilson wrote to Messrs. Timothy McKimmy and Kent and instructed them to do an
inventory of the consumable inventory (and other items) and “let me know…what materials I owe
you since it was your purchase,” i.e., since Unicat Services purchased the consumable inventory
on behalf of Bloom Energy per the prior arrangement. Herein, Bloom Energy clearly
acknowledged that it owed Unicat Services for the debt.
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54.

Further, on July 21, 2015 Bloom Energy (through its employee Ken Gentert) and

Unicat Services (through its employee John Kent) prepared a list of this consumable inventory in
Alvin, Texas, and Mr. Gentert agreed in writing that it was to be transferred to Bloom Energy (as
evidenced by the title of the inventory list), noting in the writing the price that Bloom Energy was
to reimburse Unicat Services for the transfer. Exh. H (Transfer Agreement). Both Messrs. Gentert
and Kent signed the transfer agreement.
55.

Months past, however, and Unicat Services never received payment for the agreed

upon repurchased list of consumable inventory. Moreover, because of the sheer volume of the
materials, Unicat Services has with Unicat Catalyst’s permission been storing these materials
within a couple of thousand feet or so of warehouse space belonging to Unicat Catalyst. John Kent
at Unicat Services has been demanding payment for the inventory with assurances that the large
volume of inventory would be shipped immediately on receipt of payment and advised Bloom
Energy that there were costs associated with storage of such a large volume of consumable
inventory—and thus the debt needed to be paid immediately.
56.

After Bloom Energy had already agreed to purchase the consumable inventory as

seen in Exh. H, Bloom Energy eventually and unilaterally prepared three purchase orders (Exh. I)
directed to Unicat Services that listed all of this consumable inventory previously agreed to be
transferred at the same specified prices found in the Transfer Agreement (Exh. H). Thus, Bloom
Energy acknowledged its contractual obligation, consistent with the prior practice and
arrangements the parties had used for consumable inventory. In response to the purchase orders,
however, Unicat Services sent Bloom Energy three invoices demanding unrestricted and
immediate payment, as Unicat Services had been demanding for the several past months. Exh. J
(invoices).
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57.

Bloom Energy employees (Luis Heredia) orally promised to pay the invoices over

the telephone in the fall of 2015 (as if the Transfer Agreement, Mr. Wilson’s promises stated
above, and Bloom’s own purchase orders were not enough), but then Bloom Energy continued to
refuse to actually send payment. Bloom Energy one time said that it wanted Unicat Services to
ship the inventory without payment first; Unicat Services told Bloom Energy that Unicat Services
could not extend credit to Bloom Energy given their relationship break down and given that Bloom
Energy had held hundreds of thousands of dollars in past due payments from Unicat Services for
months on end—a practice devastating for a small business in Alvin, Texas; so Unicat Services no
longer trusted Bloom Energy and told Bloom that its right to credit had been cancelled, but in
January 2016 Mr. Kent told Bloom Energy (Luis Heredia) that if Bloom Energy promised to have
a check cut for $51,928.73 and waiting to be picked up on arrival of the shipped inventory at
Bloom Energy’s offices, then Unicat Services would ship the inventory before being paid first.
Bloom Energy did not agree to this, but instead, on January 19, 2016 had its attorney notify Unicat
Services that Bloom Energy was cancelling the three purchase orders and was refusing to pay the
$51,926.73 altogether. Exh. I (Bloom Energy notice of cancellation of purchase orders).
58.

Bloom Energy’s counsel gave as the reason for cancellation “Unicat’s recent

statements and behavior” (Exh. K), a reference to activity and discussions between the parties that
occurred in late 2015 and, on information and belief, had nothing to with the reasons Bloom Energy
is now telling the Court was the reason Bloom Energy cancelled the purchase orders: for an alleged
violation of the Time is of the Essence clause found in the purchase orders. See Doc. #12 (letter
seeking permission to file motion to dismiss).
59.

Bloom Energy has no legal basis to breach its July 2015 agreement to purchase the

inventory, and its attorney’s January 19, 2016 letter refusing to pay is simply groundless and
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frivolous. Thus, this egregious conduct adds to Bloom Energy’s heap of broken and false promises
and to Plaintiffs’ damages. Moreover, the inventory continues to take up thousands of square feet
of storage space of Unicat Catalyst, which inventory Bloom Energy has effectively abandoned but
which is now of no use to Unicat Services (or Unicat Catalyst).
60.

As a result of Bloom Energy’s conduct, Unicat Services as a business has been

destroyed and Unicat Catalyst’s property has been compromised.
COUNTS
I.

Continuing Nuisance
(Re: Pollutants and Hazardous Waste on Private Property, Cloud on Title, Regulatory
Issues—Equitable Relief & Damages)
61.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate all preceding paragraphs above.
Supplemental Facts Pertinent to Continuing Nuisance Claim

62.

On May 17, 2016 Mr. Kent of Unicat Services received a call from the Texas

Commission of Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”) who notified him that the annual waste
summary report for 2015 was due January 25, 2016 and as of the date of the phone call had not
been filed. This report is necessary under environmental regulations for properties dealing with
hazardous waste. When Mr. Kent explained that Bloom Energy handled all matters relating to the
hazardous waste and registrations and reports, the TCEQ responded that Unicat Services was listed
on the registration (#95519) as an operator and Bloom Energy was listed as the generator, and that
as far as the TCEQ is concerned, both parties were equally responsible for preparing and filing the
report and showing the proper handling and disposal of hazardous waste.
63.

On the same date, the TCEQ also forwarded correspondence to Mr. Kent showing

that the TCEQ had been communicating with Bloom Energy (specifically with Mr. Sam Ghezavat)
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and requesting that the proper hazardous waste report for the Alvin, Texas property be filed. This
transmittal revealed, however, that Mr. Ghezavat requested the TCEQ to simply cancel the
hazardous waste registration as Bloom Energy had left the Unicat Services property. When the
TCEQ received Mr. Ghezavat’s naked request to cancel the hazardous waste registration, the
TCEQ in a separate email reminded Mr. Ghezavat of the procedures the law requires to be followed
for a registration to be cancelled: one cannot simply just walk away and cancel a registration.
64.

Specifically, the TCEQ forwarded to Mr. Ghezavat an official TCEQ Registration

Inactivation Questionnaire along with a link to TCEQ guidelines for the closure process. Both of
these documents are attached as Exhibits L (Questionnaire) & M (Guidelines). An inspection of
these documents shows that Bloom Energy cannot simply walk away from the Unicat Catalyst
property and inactivate the hazardous waste registration, for two reasons: 1. Per the questionnaire,
the TCEQ will not permit closure when substantial amounts of hazardous waste has been on the
property during 2015—which it was; and 2. Per the guidelines, if parties suspect that any releases
of hazardous waste might need to be addressed, closure cannot be obtained without performing
required investigation and remediation actions.
65.

In short, the consequence of Bloom Energy bringing hazardous waste to the

property is that environmental authorities (let alone Unicat Catalyst) want to make sure the
property is as clean upon closure as it was on first registration. This issue, along with those
additional issues described below, raise grounds for this continuing nuisance claim as the
continuing regulatory intervention by the TCEQ that has occurred on Unicat Catalyst property in
the past and needs to continue in the future through proper closure places a cloud on the property
that must be redressed.
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66.

Specifically, Unicat Catalyst owns and has property rights and privileges in respect

to the use and enjoyment of all land located at 5918 South Highway 35, Alvin, Texas 77511, and
has done so continuously from well before the events described above through the present time.
67.

Bloom Energy engaged in conduct that has resulted in a continuous interference

with and invasion of Unicat Catalyst’s interests. Such conduct was abnormal and out of place,
resulted from intentional and unreasonable conduct, or at a minimum from negligent conduct, and
which all has created a continuing annoyance, burden and economic cloud on the property at best,
and a danger, at worst, for the property.
68.

Specifically, Bloom Energy induced Unicat Catalyst through Unicat Services to

permit Bloom Energy to bring canisters of materials onto Unicat Catalyst’s property under the
pretense that such materials were safe and non-hazardous. Unicat Services built the entire business
and hired the employees and began operations wherein, because of Bloom Energy’s fraud, the
facilities and employees were exposed to highly toxic benzene (1,000,000 times greater than
allowed by federal regulations), without any proper ventilation, filters, and protection systems. As
a result, dust and particles from the canisters blew onto the property.
69.

After Unicat Services reported the terrible discovery to Bloom Energy and

demanded explanation, action and training, Bloom Energy provided reassurances that it would
take care of all aspects of the environmental issues related to the hazardous waste, in order to
reassure Unicat Services to continue in the business, which, Bloom Energy promised would be
for a long term basis (see statements of such in prior pleaded paragraphs). While Messrs.
McKimmy and Erfan NEVER would have entered into a business relationship with Bloom Energy
in the first place if Bloom Energy had fully disclosed that the business would be handling any (let
alone hundreds of thousands of pounds of benzene) on the property, once they spent the money to
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set up the business, and after the benzene was already on the property, and given Bloom Energy’s
promises that (1) Bloom Energy would make sure everything was handled properly and provide
all training necessary, and (2) Bloom Energy would “guarantee” a long term business relationship
where Unicat Services could benefit from the fully protected business, notwithstanding the
hazardous waste, Messrs. McKimmy and Erfan decided to continue forward.
70.

But even so, they continually demanded that Bloom Energy provide all the training,

both technical and regulatory, needed to protect the employees and property from hazardous waste.
For example, on September 12, 2014, Mr. Erfan demanded of Messrs. Sanghera and Ghezavat that
Bloom Energy “provide[] max support…to make sure everything that we are doing is in order.”
Mr. Erfan reminded Bloom Energy that Unicat Services did “not have an internal EPA specialist,”
and was relying on Bloom Energy’s promised expertise (Mr. Ghezavat was supposed to be the
EPA specialist) for full compliance with all regulatory requirements and for full safety of the
property and people. Finally, Mr. Erfan reminded Bloom Energy that Unicat Services personnel
“do not do the work in an enclosed warehouse with control air filtration—we cannot prevent
contact of the spent catalyst with air during the unloading and moving it to drums and or flow
bin.…if additional steps need to be taken be ready to provide input and implementation
urgently…”
71.

Unicat Services thought that Bloom Energy was its long term partner and was going

to train and help Unicat Services develop into a facility that could do this work for many years to
come—but just a few short months after Mr. Erfan sent this email to Bloom Energy, Bloom Energy
dumped Unicat Services, and is now telling the TCEQ simply to cancel the hazardous waste
registration without bothering to take any measures to properly close the registration under the
law, including to address Unicat Services’s stated concerns about (1) contamination of the property
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before Unicat Services confronted Bloom Energy in October 2013 about Unicat Services’s
discovery of toxic benzene, and (2) spent catalyst in the air during the unloading and moving of
drums, as stated in Mr. Erfan’s 2014 email.
72.

In short, Unicat Services and Unicat Catalyst fear that Bloom Energy were not the

environmental experts on hazardous waste that they claimed to be, or perhaps more likely,
provided false assurances (through Mr. Sanghera over the phone with Mr. Erfan in October 2013,
as described above) to Unicat Services (and through Unicat Services personnel, to Unicat Catalyst)
without taking proper investigations or action to protect Unicat Services or Unicat Catalyst from
improper contamination.
73.

At the time that Bloom Energy decommissioned the Unicat Services facility, Bloom

Energy took its fixed assets but never bothered to take any measures to determine whether the
benzene that had been on the property contaminated the property or posed any risk to the future
use and enjoyment of the property, notwithstanding Unicat Services prior demands. Unicat
Catalyst is entitled to the same remediation work that Bloom Energy must have done in California
and in Mexico when Bloom Energy closed out canister operations there; but in the event Bloom
Energy forsook those persons and places without any investigation or remediation, Unicat Catalyst
is entitled to full redress for the property in Alvin, Texas in all events.
74.

Moreover, as a separate concern, public records disclose that Unicat Catalyst’s

property was an industrial site that handled large quantities of Bloom Energy’s hazardous waste.
E.g., Exh. N (excerpt filings in state and federal agencies on Unicat Catalyst property). These
documents reflect that industrial quantities of hazardous waste on Unicat Catalyst property
constitutes a “deed recordable” event so as to warn all future persons interested in the property
about the prior use of hazardous waste on the property. This fact, combined with the early improper
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handling of the hazardous waste before Unicat Services discovered the existence of benzene in
Bloom Energy’s business and then the thousands of benzene canisters that passed through the
property after the discovery, places the property in a condition, absent testing and certification,
that substantially and continuously interferes with the full rights Unicat Catalyst has to enjoy and
use the property as it sees fit. Absent proper closure, clearance through testing and any necessary
remedial measures, such conduct impacts on the market value of the land and the business.
75.

For example, Unicat Catalyst now owned by Mani Erfan and Jim McKimmy’s

children, cannot dispose or transfer the property (or the business on the property), or cannot do so
for full value, without showing that the property was not contaminated by benzene during the time
that Bloom Energy brought canisters filled with benzene on the property (or if it was contaminated,
without showing that the contamination was completely cleaned). In order to show that the
property is clean, a full slate of environmental and property tests need to be conducted at some
considerable cost (including soil, surface water and ground water tests).
76.

This dilemma has resulted in unreasonable annoyance and discomfort to Unicat

Catalyst as the private property owner; indeed, the cost to test and clear the property to the
condition it was before Bloom Energy came with its false pretenses pales compared to the loss of
business value that Unicat Catalyst would suffer if any environmental tests—designed to clear
the property and restore Unicat Catalyst to its full uninhibited rights to use, enjoy, and dispose of
the property—were to come back showing that the property, soil or surface or ground water are
contaminated with benzene. If the tests that Bloom Energy must pay for show this result, then
Unicat Catalyst (a multi-million-dollar business) is severely damaged and will remain so until a
full battery of remediation efforts are completed and certified.
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77.

Thus, Bloom Energy’s conduct has caused the necessity for hazardous waste testing

(which is a damage in and of itself) as well as harm to Unicat Catalyst apprehension and peace of
mind regarding the immediate impact on its rights of unrestricted use and enjoyment of the
property because of the cloud that now overhangs on the property. Resulting damages may include
loss in market value to the property and/or to the business and/or loss in the right to the use and
enjoyment of the property, as well as exemplary damages.
78.

Unicat Catalyst is entitled to equitable relief in the form of an order requiring

Bloom Energy to conduct all testing and remediation efforts needed to restore the property to its
pre-Bloom Energy condition and to remove any cloud that now hangs over the property and to
assume its obligations and responsibilities for the property with respect to the TCEQ so that no
regulatory cloud lingers on the property.
II & III
Fraud & Fraudulent Inducement
79.

Unicat Services realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs above.

80.

On information and belief, Bloom Energy never intended to keep the full scope of

its promises to Unicat Services or to disclose to Unicat Services material information relating to
the proposed and ongoing business relationship that Bloom Energy wanted Unicat Services to
perform. Some of the false representations and omissions Bloom Energy made in its course of
fraud and/or fraudulent inducement conduct included:
a.

Representing to Unicat Services that Bloom Energy would commit to a long term
contractual relationship (see specific prior statements above);

b.

Representing to Unicat Services that if Unicat Services invested time, money and
resources in building and expanding manufacturing/assembly facilities (according
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to the design and training services that Bloom Energy would provide), Bloom
Energy would be a long term partner and provide the sole and exclusive business
to Unicat Services’ facilities and personnel (see specific prior statements above);
c.

Representing in training and demonstration to Unicat Services that the fuel cell
canister contents were safe (i.e., not hazardous) and could be dumped in ordinary
public landfills or recycled (and leading Unicat Services to believe that it could
provide recycle and other services with non-hazardous materials) (and failing to
disclose that Bloom Energy fuel cell canisters contained highly toxic benzene) (see
specific prior statements above);

d.

Representing to Unicat Services that Bloom Energy would make Unicat Services
the exclusive provider of the fuel cell canister services (see specific prior statements
above);

e.

Representing to Unicat Services that Bloom Energy would pay $400/fuel cell
canister during the long term business relationship (see specific prior statements
above);

f.

Representing to Unicat Services that Bloom Energy would conduct field tests of
Unicat Services’ products to clear them for Bloom Energy purchasing all the
products associated with its fuel cell canisters, all as part of Bloom Energy’s
inducement of Unicat Services to enter into and/or continue the business
relationship (see specific prior statements above);

g.

Failing to disclose to Unicat Services that Bloom Energy did not intend to keep its
promises of a long term business relationship, thereby inducing Unicat Services to
enter into relationship, and during the work preparing to use alternative services
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and sources for the work and products promised to be given to Unicat Services (see
specific prior statements above);
h.

Fraudulently misrepresenting the volume of business Bloom Energy intended to do
with Unicat Services in order to get price concessions (see specific prior statements
above);

i.

Representing that Bloom Energy would repurchase the consumable inventory that
Bloom Energy required Unicat Services to buy (on Bloom Energy’s behalf), and
reaffirming that representation in July 2015 at the time Bloom Energy was
decommissioning Unicat Services’ facilities; and representing that Bloom Energy
would pay Unicat Services’ invoices issued for such consumable inventory (see
specific prior statements above).

81.

For all of the items listed above where Bloom Energy failed to disclose information,

Bloom Energy had a duty to disclose such based on the information Bloom Energy had already
provided that gave a false impression, or communicated half-truths, and based on the commitments
that Bloom Energy was requiring Unicat Services to make.
82.

All of these representations and omissions were material in that they were important

to Unicat Services in the decisions it was making impacting its time, money and resources and the
business it was preparing to venture into and continue with Bloom Energy; and all were false (or
conveyed a false representation).
83.

When Bloom Energy made the statements or omissions above, Bloom Energy knew

them to be false or to convey a false representation, or alternatively, made the representations (in
word and in conduct) recklessly, as a positive assertion, and without knowledge of their truth. For
example, Bloom Energy’s dealings with the benzene in Mexico and California and in seeking
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business benefits in Delaware and California where Bloom Energy has major business facilities
and where in the process of getting licenses and approvals and state benefits to do business, placed
Bloom Energy in a position where it was obligated to know and must have known that the fuel
canisters in Delaware, California, Mexico, Texas and at every customer site contained deadly and
hazardous waste, and Bloom’s effective positive assertions in word and in conduct that Unicat
Services could handle the canisters as if they were nonhazardous amounted to a knowing assertion
of false information or reckless positive assertions made without knowledge of their truth. Both
instances amount to fraud.
84.

Bloom Energy made the above representations and omissions with the intent that

Unicat Services act and rely on them or had reason to expect that Unicat would take the actions
specified above. Unicat Services was ignorant of Bloom Energy’s true intentions and did not know
the true state of facts concealed by Bloom Energy.
85.

Unicat Services in fact did justifiably rely on them.

86.

The fraudulent actions caused Unicat Services damages, including one or more of

the following: Unicat Services’ actual damages, nominal damages, out-of-pocket damages,
benefit-of-the-bargain damages, lost profit damages, destruction of business damages and
exemplary damages.
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IV
Breach of Contract—Long Term Business Relationship
87.

Unicat Services realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs above.

88.

Unicat Services has fully performed all of its obligations under the contracts it had

with Bloom Energy.
89.

The parties had an enforceable contract that required Bloom Energy to provide

Unicat Services the service work relating to all of Bloom Energy’s fuel cell canisters for a
reasonable period of time that amounted to a long term relationship (and especially long in light
of the hazardous waste work on the property) and required Bloom Energy to pay $400 per canister
(or, alternatively, to pay a reduced per canister charge in lieu of Bloom Energy in good faith field
testing Unicat Services’ products, and on successful testing, use of such in all Bloom Energy fuel
cell canisters).
90.

Bloom Energy materially breached its agreements with Unicat Services by

unilaterally terminating the relationship prior to the end of the agreement’s term, by failing to
provide all of its canister work to Unicat Services, and by failing to pay $400 per canister (and/or
by failing to field test for approval Unicat Services’ products with the aim of then purchasing from
Unicat Services all of the catalyst and materials associated with each canister).
91.

As a result of Bloom Energy’s breach, Unicat Services has been damaged and is

entitled to all just compensation for the loss or damage sustained and as allowed by the law,
including one or all of the following: expectation damages (including benefit of the bargain
damages, lost profits, etc.), reliance damages (including the money, time and resources invested
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in building and expanding the business and in lowering its per canister charges) and/or restitution
damages.
V
Breach of July 2015 Contract Related to Consumable Inventory
92.

Unicat Services realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs above.

93.

Unicat Services and Bloom Energy entered into a July 2015 contract that required

Bloom Energy to immediately re-purchase the consumable inventory (in the amount of
$51,928.73) back from Unicat Services once Bloom Energy unilaterally terminated the
relationship. This was based on the prior agreement the parties entered into where Bloom Energy
directed Unicat Services to directly purchase consumable inventory and then bill Bloom Energy
for all such purchased items.
94.

Unicat Services faithfully fulfilled its obligations by purchasing directly the

consumable inventory, and then in July 2015 reflected the parties’ agreement for Bloom Energy
to repurchase all remaining ($51,928.73) consumable inventory in the form of the Transfer List.
95.

Bloom Energy breached its obligations and has refused to pay the outstanding

$51,928.73. Unicat Services is entitled to this amount, plus attorneys’ fees.
VI & VII
Performance (Full or Partial) & Promissory Estoppel
96.

Unicat Services realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs above.

97.

If all or any portion of the agreements identified above between Bloom Energy and

Unicat Services might be considered unenforceable under the Statute of Frauds or for any other
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reason, Unicat Services is entitled to alternative relief under the principles of full or partial
performance and/or under the principles of promissory estoppel or similar equitable principles.
98.

Unicat Services fully performed (or alternatively, partially performed) its

obligations under the agreement, which actions would take any infirm portion of the contracts
outside the Statute of Frauds and allow Unicat Services to enforce the agreements at law or in
equity. Unicat Services’s actions in building a facility that could only be used for Bloom Energy’s
business, installing Bloom Energy bailed equipment, hiring employees for work only suitable for
Bloom Energy—are all actions that could have only been done with no other design than to fulfill
the agreements sought to be enforced.
99.

Failure to enforce these agreements would work a gross injustice and virtual fraud

on Unicat Services. Indeed, Bloom Energy’s argument to the Court that Bloom Energy’s and
Unicat Services’ relationship was for “an as-needed, purchase order basis” (Doc. #16 Joint Letter)
illustrates the perverse fraud that would take place if the agreements were not enforced, despite
the statute of frauds: Bloom’s argument suggests Unicat Services agreed to spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars, install Bloom equipment from Mexico, hire employees, allow truckload-fulls
of benzene on its property, all to exclusively serve Bloom business—only to let Bloom Energy
walk out on day two of the relationship if it tired of any particular purchase order. This argument
and result illustrates the fraud that is avoided by the performance exceptions to the statute of frauds.
100.

Alternatively, Unicat Services is entitled to enforce the agreements under law or

equity under principles of promissory estoppel. Namely, failure to enforce the agreements would
produce an unconscionable and fraudulent result to benefit Bloom Energy who is trying to avoid
its responsibilities under the agreements. More specifically, Bloom Energy made promises that
form the basis of the contract claim (pleaded above); Unicat Services relied on Bloom Energy’s
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promises as seen in the hundreds of thousands of dollars in investment and activity to build a
facility, hire employees, receive design and training services from Bloom Energy, set servicing
prices, etc. Unicat Services’s reliance was foreseeable by Bloom Energy, and indeed, Bloom
Energy directly assisted in the reliance by requiring Unicat Services to travel to Mexico to get
trained; then requiring Unicat Services to install the Mexico equipment at the Alvin facilities, etc.
Further, Unicat Services substantially and reasonably relied on Bloom Energy promises.
101.

Allowing Bloom Energy to prejudice Unicat Services by making representations

and promises knowing that Unicat Services was relying on them to expend time, money and
resources (or in the case of the per canister price reduction or discount pricing based on promised
volume, forego money), and then after Unicat Services had so relied, to unilaterally walk out on
its obligations would work a gross injustice, if not fraud, on Unicat Services.
102.

Under the performance and/or promissory estoppel alternative bases, Unicat

Services is entitled to all damages at law and in equity that would be afforded to Unicat Services
for Bloom Energy’s breach in this circumstance, including one or all of the following: actual
damages, nominal damages, expectation damages (including benefit of the bargain damages, lost
profits, etc.), reliance damages (including the money, time and resources invested in building and
expanding the business and in lowering its per canister charges), loss of business damages, and/or
restitution damages.
VIII & IX
Quantum Meruit & Unjust Enrichment
103.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate all preceding paragraphs above.

104.

Unicat Catalyst has been providing a valuable service to Bloom Energy in

providing large warehouse space for the purpose of storage for Bloom Energy’s consumable
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inventory, which Bloom Energy had promised in July 2015 to purchase and reacquire.
105.

This storage space has been provided for Bloom Energy’s benefit.

106.

Bloom Energy has been and continues to accept the benefits of this warehouse

storage.
107.

Under the circumstances as described above, Bloom Energy has had reasonable

notice that Bloom Energy ought to be charged for the warehouse storage services being provided
to it.
108.

Unicat Catalyst is entitled to actual damages equivalent to the reasonable value of

the services being provided to Bloom Energy for the storage of the consumable inventory in Unicat
Catalyst’s warehouse.
109.

Also, Bloom Energy is being unjustly enriched by receiving the benefit of the

warehouse storage without paying any compensation. Bloom Energy has wrongfully secured a
benefit which it would be unconscionable for it to retain, especially given Bloom Energy’s
unjustified action in maintaining it has no contractual obligation to purchase the inventory, when
clearly it does. Thus, Bloom Energy must pay for the value of the warehouse storage fees under
this separate theory as well.
110.

Unicat Catalyst is also entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees under Tex. Civ. Prac.

& Rem. Code § 38.001 et seq.
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X
Deceptive Trade Practices
111.

Unicat Services realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs above, and

particularly all of the allegations set forth in the immediate prior Count.
112.

Unicat Services is a consumer for purposes of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices

Act (“DTPA”). Specifically, it sought or acquired goods or services by purchase or lease (or by
bailment). The goods or services sought or acquired included:
a.

Design services for the proper construction and assembly of Unicat Services’ fuel
cell canister assembly plant;

b.

Training services for the proper operation and of Unicat Services’ fuel cell canister
assembly plant;

c.

Fixed assets used in Unicat Services’ facility to provide the services requested by
Bloom Energy;

d.

Consumable inventory used in Unicat Services’ facility to provide the services
requested by Bloom Energy.

113.

Bloom Energy can be sued under the DTPA as its DTPA conduct was committed

in connection with Unicat Services’ consumer status identified above.
114.

Bloom Energy committed one or more of the following wrongful acts:

a.

The unconscionable actions and course of action specified above. Such included
Bloom Energy’s taking advantage of Unicat Services’ lack of knowledge, ability,
experience or capacity to a grossly unfair degree and to Unicat Services’ detriment;
and
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b.

The false, misleading or deceptive acts under the DTPA statute, including failing
to disclose information (or specifically misrepresenting their characteristics or
benefits) about goods or services that was known at the time of the transaction,
which failure was intended to induce Unicat Services to enter into a transaction that
it would not have entered into if the information had been disclosed (a list of the
undisclosed information is specified in the prior paragraphs, and particularly in the
paragraphs articulating the bases for fraud); Unicat Services’ relied on the false,
misleading and deceptive acts to its detriment.

115.

Bloom Energy’s actions were a producing cause of Unicat Services’ damages.

116.

Unicat Services is entitled to recover all damages allowed for under the law,

including one or all of the following: economic damages, out-of-pocket damages, benefit-of-thebargain damages, lost profits, loss or destruction of the entire business, lost time, and actual
damages. In addition, Unicat Services is entitled to recover in addition to the actual damages up
to three times the amount of economic damages (for a total of four times) because of Bloom
Energy’s knowing and intentional violation.
MISCELLANEOUS
117.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate all preceding paragraphs above, and particularly

all of the allegations set forth in the immediate prior Count.
118.

To the extent applicable, all conditions precedent have been performed or have

occurred pursuant to Tex. R. Civ. P. 54.
119.

To the extent applicable, Plaintiffs’ damages and injuries were inherently

undiscoverable and objectively verifiable. Alternatively, Bloom Energy fraudulently concealed the
wrongs made the basis of this complaint in that (a) Bloom Energy had actual knowledge of its
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wrongs, (b) Bloom Energy concealed its wrongs by making misrepresentations or by remaining
silent when it had a duty to speak, (c) Bloom Energy had a fixed purpose to conceal the wrongs,
and (d) Plaintiffs relied on the misrepresentations or silence.
ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS
120.

Pursuant to Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code section 38.001 et seq., and to

the relevant provisions of the Texas DTPA, Plaintiffs are entitled to recover all attorneys’ fees
through time of trial, for post-judgment motions and for any appeal.
EXEMPLARY & PUNITIVE DAMAGES
121.

Plaintiffs are entitled to exemplary and punitive damages by reason of Bloom

Energy’s conduct, as pleaded above.
JURY DEMAND
122.

Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury on all claims and issues.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Plaintiffs respectfully pray that the defendant Bloom Energy be cited to appear and

answer and that Plaintiffs be granted the following damages:
a.

Money damages as pleaded above;

b.

Prejudgment and post-judgment interest as provided by law;

c.

The costs of reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred by Plaintiffs in pursuing

this action;
d.

Exemplary and punitive damages;
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e.

Equitable relief in the form of an order or injunction requiring Bloom

Energy to test Unicat Catalyst’s property and to remediate any part thereof that is
contaminated due to Bloom Energy’s benzene business; and
f.

All such other relief, in law or in equity, to which Plaintiffs may be justly

entitled to receive.
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